COMPANY PROMOTION

Ultimate simplicity with
TRI Dental Implants
The latest innovations from Swiss implant manufacturer, TRI Dental Implants

Swiss implant manufacturer TRI® Dental Implants is proud
to present its latest innovations simplifying implantology
even further with the aim for “ultimate simplicity”. Starting
from its revolutionary handling concept TRI® Pod to a full
range of unique abutments as well as its novel TRI®
Digital Services.

TRI® Digital Services

TRI® Pod
The touchless concept of TRI® Pod combines simplicity
with innovative design. This revolutionary concept allows to
pick-up the implant directly with the surgical hand-piece in
one single step, thereby ensuring that the TRI® SBA surface
remains untouched and the workflow is optimised.
The implant can be inserted in one of three ways: with a
ratchet, with the surgical handpiece, or by hand.
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TRI®+ Digital Solutions guarantees a universal implant
open interface to leading technology partners in
digital dentistry.
In contrast to numerous locked digital systems, TRI®
helps create more transparency and eliminates all barriers for
their respective treatments. TRI®+ Digital Solutions allows
a wide range of indications via 3D planning, guided surgery,
CAD abutments, CAD/CAM screw-retained and cementretained restorations or modern treatments such as ‘All-onTRI’ procedures. Linked with the lean and intelligent dental
implant system of TRI®, treatment options from simple to
complex without limits has never been easier.
The new TRI®+ Digital portfolio contains the new
TRI®-Bases both in an engaging and non-engaging
version, milling blanks including
the proprietary TRI® Friction Fit,
multi-unit Ti-bases and a new and
innovative digital implant analogue.
To meet all specific aesthetic
requirements, all TRI®-Bases
can be customised in
order to be used
with the new
angulated screw
driver.

TRI® 2in1 abutment
The TRI® 2in1 impression abutment
is a revolutionary instrument-free
innovation for closed-tray impression
taking and final abutment restorations.
The patented integrated solution

guarantees an entire new level of precision and simplicity
during the impression and restorative process. And best of
all: you get two products in one!

TRI® Raptor overdenture
attachment system
TRI® Raptor abutment range is the newest line of low
profile direct implant overdenture attachments. With a low
vertical profile of 2.1mm and diameter of 4.4mm it is the
smallest attachment system on the market.
This system offers multiple solutions for overdenture
treatment planning when vertical space limitations are a
consideration.
As with every TRI® innovation, it is always the goal
to streamline the process as much as possible and at the
same time, improve product performance in the hands of
practitioners.
True design innovations and ultimate simplicity which
will take the surgical performance to a new level, 100%
designed and manufactured in Switzerland.

For more information, fix
your appointment with our
National Sales Manager UK,
Julie Ollerton, by emailing
julie.ollerton@tri-implants.
swiss or calling 07375 108399.
Alternatively, visit www.tri.swiss.

